An SU (3) XU (1) gauge model of weak interactions is proposed to incorporate a charged heavy lepton with the known leptons. The building blocks of hadrons in this model are the ordinary triplet and a new charmed triplet of quarks. Our model predicts a new class of phenomena related to the decay of charmed hadrons. Various experimental consequences are discussed. § I. Introduction
Yoshimura
changing neutral current. One may use the color confinement mechanism 101 by tripling the number of quarks and invoking the asymptotic freedom 1 n if one \vants lo permanently bind the quarks. This indeed gives a more reasonable fit to the R-ratio consistent with the SLAC experiments. 121 The new resonances, IJI's,l)·' 1 are interpreted as qcqc bound states and we have in our scheme three states of If" with different internal quantum numbers corresponding to the ordinary ,d, O) and rf;.
It should be pointed out here that one may equally adopt an extended, charmed
Han-Nambu scheme to fit with the basic SU(3) X U(l) structure assuming that only the charm threshold, and not the color, has been opened up at the presently available energies. Under this assumptior:; the extended Han-Nambu scheme is made comp:1tible with the present experimental informations. In particular, both the colored fractionally charged scheme and the extended Han-Nambll scheme give the R-ratio 4 (actually 5 adding the cont,·ibution of the heavy
In the main part of this paper we present results on the fractionally nndd and briefly mention those on the charmed Han-Namhu model in the last ,;2ction. Iviarkeel differences have to shown up at extremely high color is ultimately to be excited.
:smce the Han-Nambu
Our model predicts a \vhole ne\v class of weak interactions which arc presumably much \Yeaker than the ordinary Fermi interaction. These weak interactions modify the selection rule of the charmed current, namely JC cc.c .dQ and therefore are responsible for dimuon events with the same sign such as /(-,il-in the high energy neutrino experiment.') The structure o£ neutral current is als:J different from that of the SU( 4) charm scheme. These and some other tests on our model will he duscussecl in this paper. At preser1t \Ve do not find any immedi,,t" conflict with experimental data. One of the advantages of this model is that the strong SU(3) symmetry of the hadrons is a natural one and we hdievc this to be a greater encouragement to our model than the SU( 4) charrn scheme. This paper is organized as follows. In § 2 the clct:tiled construction of the model is given. The reader who is familiar with the gauge theories can skip some details of this part. Section 3 deals with phenomenological consequences of our model, the heavy lepton production, hadron spectroscopy and weak decay of the charmed hadrom~. These assignments of the U(l) charges were made to obtain the correct electromagnetic charges for all the quarks.
In our model there are nine massless gauge bosons 1Vi and B to start with. The original gauge symmetry SU(3) X U(l) has to be broken spontaneously down to U(l) such that all the gauge bosons acquire masses due to the Higgs lnechanism131 except for one massless photon. We need three scalar multiplets to achieve this, an octet ¢1 (i=l"-'8) and two triplets ;:/, ;:,n(i=l"--'3) of the SU(3) gauge group. All mass terms of the leptons and the quarks are also generated by the spontaneous breakdown of the gauge symmetry. Since we want to give completely arbitrary masses to all the fennions, we are forced to introduce another scalar triplet ~~ (i =' 1"--'3) in order to avoid apparent conflict (see the last part of this section). The U(l) charges of these Higgs scalars are as follmvs:
13 for x/ and t./ 
(2·9)
The masses of vV 3 , 1¥ 8 and B are not diagonal Hl this basis and have to be cal-
Indeed one can check, as was expected, that this combination diagonalizes the above bilinear form (2 ·10) giving the zero mass to the photon. By further complete cliagonalization one may obtain two neutral weak bosons, Z 1 and Z,. After this computation all the weak interaction in the lowest order of perturbation may be extracted from
As a result of the enlarged group structure we may consider that there exists essentially two different scales of symmetry breakdown, namely A. 
The structure of neutral current is considerably more complicated than that of the GIM ncoclified Weinberg model'l because we do need tvvo more mixing angles besides as a result of the diago•wlization of Eq. (2 ·10). An explicit calculation of the neutral currents will be given in Appendix 1.
In the iinal part of this section we hrieHy discuss how the n"lasses of leptons and quarks are generated. AfteT the spontaneous breakdown they are all obtaic1ccl from to the Higgs scalars and similar ones for qRc
There :1re sufficient number of terms to provide arbitrary masses to the leptons and quarks. In particular, the mixing angle Oe is undetermined from this consideration. Thiel is important because an independent estimate of (}e is possible frnm the expcriment~ll data. (See the following section.) § 3. Experimental consequences (I) Hea-vy lepton production
Recent obsen"ation 8 l of the ep e'\"ents 1n the e'-e-colliding b,~am experin1ents seems to indicate that heavy leptons of mass around 1.8 Ge V have been produced. Clearly one needs more detailed analysis of the data to confirm this interpretation of the Cfl events. It is, however, vei·y tempting to identify our heavy lepton E as the lepton of this feature. vVith this identification it is possible in principle to estimate the mixing angle (}e in Eq. (2 · 2) by measuring the leptonic branching ratio of E decay. Assuming the usual kind of universality we JTtay relate the total rate of E--'>Ve + haclrons to an average of the R-ratio measured from the e+ e----"> haclrons. According to a calculation of Appendix 2 the relative rate o£ e';i" events to the total production cross section is given by rJ production (1-2r + 2r 2 ) cos 2 6e
where r cosee is a ratio of the coupling constants of the two processes, E---'>eD,UV/1 to E--"!1DJ1Ve. The r is given by a function of three mixing parameters in our model. In the SU(2) X U(1) model extended to the heavy lepton, r = 0 and (}e = 0 in Eq. (3·1). A precise definition of the average (R) is given by (A·2-6). Experimentally, <R)=2, thus giving Ue 11 / Gproct= (0.2) 2 for the SU(2) X U(1) model. for E--->er arises from a higher order effect and is, therefore, calculable in this renormalizable model. Unfortunately, the cross section is down by factor a relative to the Cf! events. So it will take a while to observe this.
(II) Hadron sjJectroscopy
In our scheme there exist new hadronic states containing the charmed quarks q'. We interpret the recently discovered 1Jf' s 1 J, 2 J as q'q' bound states which we collectively denote by M 0-.'qcqc. In this picture vve have three states with different internal quantum number, p 0 , @, ¢ and probably their radial as well as orbital excitation to be observed in the e+ e-colliding beam experiments. There are several possibilities for the assignments of observed 1F's and a detailed analysis will be given elsewhere. In any case it appears best to regard 1J 1 ' (3.7) as the first radial excitation of 1F (3.1) . In order to explain unusually small widths of these resonances one needs some dynamical understanding of the breaking of the ZweigIizuka rule 16 J such as the asymptotic freedomm or cluality. 18 (
III) \Veak decay of charmed hadrons
Once produced, the charmed hadrons weakly decay into ordinary hadrons with or without a lepton pair. The charged weak current responsible for this decay satisfies an approximate selection rule, LIC = LIQ =LIS neglecting the Cabibbo angle.
The neutral current, on the other hand, does not possess a piece with LIC=f=O.
Therefore, the main decay product of a positively charmed hadron contains at least one strange particle, and for the semi-leptonic case a positively charged lepton.
This conclusion is the same as that of the SU( 4) charm scheme and consistent vvith recent discovery 3 ) of the 11+ f[ events in the high energy neutrino reaction. In our model this selection rule is, however, broken by the superweak interaction.
For instance, the superweak charged current contains a piece like p;.c satisfying LIC= -LIQ. The neutral part also has a term with LIC=f=O (for example, nJ.c).
In the SU ( 4) charm scheme the selection rule LIC = LIQ is strictly fulfilled to arbitrary higher orders and with finite Cabibbo angle. Dimuon production with same sign in the high energy neutrino experiments may be explained by our superweak interaction with the property of LIC = -LIQ. If these anomalous events 3 ) of V---",IC ;C are confirmed experimentally, they provide a good place to measure the relative strength of the superweak interaction (Gsupcrwcak/Gp) 2 independently of the leptonic branching ratio of the charmed hadron decay. We do not expect that the event rate of /1-fl-is extremely small compared to fl+ /1-because some of the charmed hadrons like J..cq would then be relatively stable thus leaving visible tracks in the bubble chamber. § 4. Concl u11ing remarks
We have presented an SU(3) X U(l) gauge model using the fractionally charged quarks. The group structure can also incorporate the integrally charged HanNambu quarks. In the extended Han-Nambu scheme we introduce six triplets of quarks with and without the charm quantum number, qi and q/ (i=l~3) having the electric charge assignment of the following type: P1 + Pz + l>s 0 ( n,' n,' n, and eimil" ono fM q' .
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The multiplets with respect to the weak gauge group SU(3) are the same as Eq. (2 · 3) except that there are three of them each with the index i in this case.
A big difference appears in the U(l) charge assignment because in the Han-Nambu scheme the third triplet q 3 have different charges from the first and second triplets . Ll1 . Yoshimura q1 and q,. This is the way how the Han-Nambu color does not commute with the weak gauge group. The most relevant question in this scheme is at what energies the. color degree of freedom should be excited. If we take a viewpoint that \vhat has been excited around the 4 Ge V in the e~ e-colliding beam experiments is the charmed degree of freedom rather than the color, then we do not find any inconsistency. The R-ratio is equal to 4 above the charm threshould and should ultimately rise to 8 above a still unobserved color threshold. The relative neutrino cross section to the electron scattering in the deep inelastic region 191 does not yield any conflict with the charnwd Han-Nambu scheme unless the color has been excited. We have checl. ; .ed that most of the qualitative conclusions in the previous section are still valid below the co lor threshold in the extended Han-Nambu scheme.
\Ve think that our model is interesting enough to warrant further investigation. More quantitative analysis of phenomenologic:cll implications of our model is now l1nder study.
Appendix l
In this appendix we shall calculate the effective interaction due to the neutral currents in terms of the lepton and quark fields. It is assumed here that the effects of superheavy gauge bosons, vV4 and TV,, may be neglected.
vVe first notice that with a special condition, namely K2 =K3 , the diagonalization of Eq. (2 -10) is not difficult and we find two neutral weak bosons.
(A-1-1)
The mixing angle ¢,w is defined in Eq. (2 -18) 
(A ·1-8) 
The effective Hamiltonian due to the neutral currents 1s then written as where J/ is equal to J. with the neutrino term excluded.
Appendix 2
The derivation of Eq. (3 ·1) will be given m the appendix. The total decay rate of E---"Ve + hadrons is proportional to To evaluate the leptonic branching ratio we write the effective amplitude for E______:;,.er;cvc as (A·2-8)
The total rate for E->eDeVe is then calculated to be (A·2-9)
In our model the above decay E---'>cD,Ve may proceed either via charged current or neutral current, therefore G' =Go sine, cos ee (1-r) for E~eDeVe '
(A· 2-10)
where r is a relative magnitude of neutral exchange. Note that the neutral current involving E---'>e has the V-~4. structure as is seen from Eq. 
